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In this paper we introduce an abstract integral which includes both

product integrals and additive integrals.

Thus our theory of Riemann integration embraces both the product inte-

grals of Volterra [l, 2, 3](2), Birkhoff [3], and Masani [l] and the classical

additive integrals of Riemann [l] and Stieltjes [l]. Similarly our theory of

Lebesgue integration includes the Lebesgue product integrals of Schlesinger

[l] and Birkhoff [3] as well as the familiar Lebesgue integral [Lebesgue l]

and the additive integrals of Birkhoff  [l] and Price  [l].

This unified treatment is made possible by a suitable choice of the objects

to be integrated—the "differentials" of Definition 3.15. We define integrals

in a system with but a single operation. The use of only one operation simpli-

fies appreciably the theory of product integration.

Certain new results on product integration appear as corollaries of our

general theory. Thus, for functions with values in a normed ring, we prove

the existence of the Stieltjes product integral of a continuous function with

respect to a function of bounded variation. New theorems on the Lebesgue

product integrability of Riemann product integrable functions are obtained.

The existence theorem for Birkhoff's Riemann product integral in a non-

distributive system is extended.

The paper is divided into four parts. In Part I, after some notational pre-

liminaries, we introduce our concept of a differential and define certain

properties of differentials. The other novelties in this part are two concepts

that serve to replace convexity in studying integration in systems where

convexity has no meaning. These are "stability of multiplication" (Definitions

3.21 and 3.22) and the use of subpartitions in defining integral ranges (Defini-

tions 3.16-3.19(3).

Parts II and III are respectively studies of Riemann and Lebesgue

integration in our system. The principal results are generalizations of (i) the

theorem that an almost everywhere continuous function is Riemann inte-

grable and (ii) the theorem that a Riemann integrable function is Lebesgue

integrable.
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In Part IV we consider the relation of our integral to some other integrals.

Part I. Preliminaries

1. Partitions. By a simple Riemann partition, or S-P, of an interval(4)

[a, ß] we mean a representation of [a, ß]asa union of a finite number of dis-

joint intervals (some of which may consist of a single point). The S-P of

[a, ß] as(6) U?=iA,- will be denoted by II:A¿; i = 1, 2, • • • , n or IDA, or simply

n. The A,- of an S-P will always be indexed according to their natural ordering

in the interval. The length of the interval A will be denoted by |a| and the

norm of an S-P, IDA,-, by |ll| =sup<_i,...,„ |Ai|.

An S-P, II:A(, is a refinement of an S-P, II':A/ (written IKII') if each

Ai is contained in some A/. If II:Ai, Tl':Aj are S-P's of an interval [a, ß],

then FITI' stands for the S-P whose intervals are all nonvoid sets of the form

Aif\A}. Clearly 11-11' is characterized by the properties II -IF <II, TlTl'<W,

and n*<;n and Tl* <TL' imply IT* < II • IT.
By a double Lebesgue partition, or L-P, of [a, ß] we mean a class of repre-

sentations of [a, ß] as (J"=i\Ja£Ai(7i where the of are disjoint, Lebesgue

measurable subsets of [a, ß] such that II:Ai = Ua£^,<7j is an S-P of [a, ß],

and the Ai are linearly ordered countable sets. Two such representations

Uî^Uag^o? and UJLi U&gB; of belong to the same L-P if m = n and there is

a 1-to-l correspondence (not necessarily order preserving) a<->fiia)EBi be-

tween A i and B, such that o? = o</<fl>. The L-P, one of whose members is

U^UagA.of, will be denoted by L:<r?; * = 1, • • • , n; aEA,, or L\a\ or L.

If Lia" is an L-P, II(Z,) stands for the S-P, u: Uaç^of. The Lebesgue measure

of a measurable set, a, will be denoted by \cr\.

An L-P, L:af is a refinement of the L-P, L'-.o'f if 11(1,) -<II(Z,') and if each

of is contained in some of. No confusion results from using -< for "is a re-

finement of" between L-P's as well as between S-P's. Clearly:

(1.1) The relation < between L-P's is transitive.

(1.2) There is a unique L-P, L-L', characterized by the properties LL'

<L, LL'<L', and L* <L, L* <L' imply L*<LL'.
A double Riemann partition or R-P is an L-P, R'.s"; i = \, • • ■ , n; aEAi

such that each s° is a union of a finite number of intervals and each Ai is

finite.

Each S-P:II:Ai of [a, ß] determines a unique R-P:i?(II) one of whose

members is the representation(6) [a, /3] = U"_1U0g¡1]A? where A}=A,-. In

general we shall not distinguish between II and i?(H).

(4) The symbols [a, ß], (a, ß) stand respectively for the closed and open intervals with end

points a and ß. Half open intervals are denoted by [a, ß) and (a, ß].

(6) The symbols C, U, D denote, respectively, set theoretic "included in," "union," and

"intersection." They will be used together with their usual variations. A— B denotes the set of

elements in A but not in B. xEA means x is an element of A.

(5) We use [ai, as, • • • , a„) for the set whose elements are ait ■ • ■ , an.
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2. Limits. The limits we shall use are based on the idea of Moore-Smith

convergence of sets (E. H. Moorè and H. L. Smith [l], Birkhoff [2]).

Observe :

(2.1) The S-P's of an interval [a, ß] are directed by each of the relations

< and ^.

(2.2) The R-P's, also the L-P's, of an interval [a, ß] are directed by the

relation <.

Let sets .4(11), BiR), CiL) in a Hausdorff space, 23, be defined respectively

for each S-P, II, each R-P, R, and each L-P, L oí an interval [a, ß].

(2.3) Definition. Let lim|nu0.4(11) =x mean: for any neighborhood Ux

of x there is a ô>0 such that |n| <S implies A(TT)Ç~.UX.

(2.4) Definition. Let limn¿ .4(11) =x mean: for any neighborhood Uxoi

x there is an S-P, II, such that IT<n implies AiTL')EUx.

(2.5) Definition. Let limBi BiR)=x mean: for any neighborhood Ux

of x there is an R-P, R, such that R'<R implies BiR')CUx.

(2.6) Definition. Let limLjC(i) =x mean: for any neighborhood Ux of

x there is an L-P, L, such that L'<L implies CiL')C.Ux.

The following is an immediate consequence of a result of Moore and

Smith [l.pp. 106-107 ](7).

(2.7) If 2) is a complete metric space and if for any S-P's IL and IL of

[a, ß] the sets A (IL) and A (n2) have a point in common, then a necessary and

sufficient condition that lim|nu0 -4(11) exist is that given e>0 there is a o>0

suchthat |n| <S implies(8) ¿(^4(11)) <e. Similar results obtainfor limni^4(II),

limB| BiR), and lim£i CiL). Since II'<II implies |ll'| á|n|, we have:

(2.8) If liminUo .4(11) =x, then limni ^4(11) =x.

(2.9) Definition. If an element,/(a) of a topological space, is defined for

a an element of a class, ©, of subsets of a topological space, then lim<,..i/(o-) =x

means given any neighborhood Ux of x, then there is a neighborhood F< of

t such that a C Vt and a E © i mply /(cr) E Ux.

3. Abstract differentials. As a background for our introduction of abstract

differentials and integrals we restate some familiar definitions in a notation

similar to that we shall employ for their abstract counterparts.

Let/ stand for a real-valued function with domain [a, ß] and let II, R,

and L stand respectively for an S-P, an R-P, and an L-P of [a, ß]. Let:

(3.1) /(/, n:A,) be the set of all sums of the form XXi/(¿.) " I A¿l with
tiEAr,

(3.2) SJif, TL) be the set of all sums of the form J^iif(t¡)-1 A/ | where
t'jEA'j and II':A/ <TT;

Í3.3) RJif, R) be the set of all sums of the form X"-i Zi-es./W) ■ Is?I
where t} Es'f and R'\s'f<R;

C) Their result is for the case where 2) is the real number system, but the proof is readily

extended to the case where ® is any complete metric space.

(8) The diameter of a set A in a metric space will be denoted by d(A) throughout this paper.
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(3.4) LJif, L) be the set of all sums of the form Yli'-i Z»e*i /(O ' I<|
where /fG< and L':af<L.

The following statements are equivalent:

(3.5) Iim|n|,o/(f,n)=Z;
(3.6) limni Jif,^)=h
(3.7) liminUo57(/.n)=i;

(3.8) limni SJ(f,TL)=l;
(3.9) limÄI RJ(f,R)=l.

The common limit, if it exists, is the ordinary Riemann integral of / over

[a, ß], while the Lebesgue integral of/is lim¿i LJif, L).

We are primarily interested in the abstract counterparts of RJif, R) and

LJif, L). The counterparts of J(f, Et) and SJ(f, II) are used to make connec-

tions with known theories.

Let F be a function with domain [a,ß] and whose values are «X« matrices.

(3.10) Let J(F, Tl:Ai) be the set of all products of the form Y[1-i(I+F(ti)
•|A,|) with ¿iGAi.

The product integral f%[l+Fdt] of Volterra [2, p. 35] is lim|nUo J(F, II).

Consider the common features of these situations. In (3.1-3.4) and in

(3.10) we use a binary associative operation to combine objects (numbers or

matrices) determined by a point of [a, ß] and a subset of [a, ß]. A topology

is needed so that we may take the limits which are the integrals. Unnecessary

for definitions, but important for the development to follow, is the existence

of an identity with respect to the binary operation used.

With these models in mind we adopt the following conventions.

(3.11) 25 is a set of elements, x, y, e, • ■ • .

(3.12) There  is  a  binary  associative  operation   •   (multiplication)   on

2)2) to 2). The symbols Xi-x2.x„, Yl"-ixi> and Hag^x« where A is a

linearly ordered set are to have their obvious meanings in terms of •.

(3.13) There is an e£2) such that ex=x-e = x for all xG2).

(3.14) There is a Hausdorff topology on 2). Except briefly in §11 it is to be

understood that this topology is given by a specific metric p and that 2) is

complete in this metric.

(3.15) Definition. A differential on an interval [a, ß] is a function, p, of

two variables such that p{t, a} G2) whenever tE [«, ß] and a is a Lebesgue

measurable subset of [a, ß].

For the study of Riemann integration it would suffice to consider as dif-

ferentials functions, p, such that p{t, s} G2) whenever tE[ct, ß] and 5 is a

union of a finite number of intervals contained in [a, ß].

(3.16) Definition. The ordinary integral range of a differential, p, on

[a, ß] relative to the S-P, II:A,, of [a, ß] is the set, J(p, II), of all products of

the form Yl"-i m{'<> A,-} where /.GA,-.
(3.17) Definition. The simple integral range of a differential, p, on

[a, ß] relative to the S-P, II, of [a, ß] is the set SJ(p, II) of all products of
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the form JJli m|¿/, A/ } where II': A/ <TL and tj G A/.
(3.18) Definition. The Riemann integral range of a differential, p, on

[a, ß] relative to the R-P, R, of [a, ß] is the set, RJ(p, R), of all products

of the form TJ*. 1 JJÍi t M {#*, if} where R':sf<R.
(3.19) Definition. The Lebesgue integral range of a differential, p, on

[a,ß] relative to the L-P, L, of [a, ß] is the set, LJ(p, L), of all products

of the form JJ"=i U^bjp{tj\ <} where L':af<L.
The discussion of the meaning of the infinite products occurring in Defini-

tion 3.19 will be deferred to §9. If some of them do not converge, LJ(p, L)

is to be undefined.

(3.20) Definition. The ordinary integral, simple integral, Riemann inte-

gral, and Lebesgue integral of a differential, p, on [a, ß] from a to ß are

respectively

p{t, dt]  =  lim J(p, TV),
IHI-.0

(S)  \    p\t,dt}  =   lim SJ(p,Tl),
ini-o

(R)  \    p{t,dt}   -   lim ic/(/i, n),

/•ß
pit, dt}   = lim LJ(p,L).

Ll

Some strong assumption about the continuity of multiplication is required

for our work. The following may be regarded as substitutes for the concept

of the convexity of a linear space which plays an important role in additive

integration theory.

(3.21) Definition. Multiplication in 2) is absolutely stable (briefly 2) is

absolutely stable) if given e>0 there is a ô(e) >0 such that XXi p(x>> y>)

< 5(e) implies p(JT"-ix¿>   IJ"-i3'i)<i-
(3.22) Definition. Multiplication in 2) is relatively stable (briefly 2) is

relatively stable) if given L>0, e>0 there is a 5r,(e) >0such that Z?=iP(^i. «)

^L and  £Xi p(x,-, y<) <5¿(é) imply p( JJ"-iXi>   Ii-i?«') <e-
As a consequence of the convexity of the norm we have:

(3.23) Addition in a Banach space is absolutely stable.

From an inequality given by Masani [l, p. 153, equation (4.43)] we infer:

(3.24) Multiplication in a normed ring is relatively stable.

4. Properties of differentials. If we consider the case where 2) is the set

of real numbers with the operation of addition and the usual metric and if

p{t, a} =fit) ■ \<r\, the statement / is bounded by B is equivalent to

pip{t, o-}, 0)^5-|o-|. On the other hand, if p{t, s] =/(/) Z)i-i [«('<)-«(<<)]

whenever s is the union of disjoint intervals A,-, i = 1, • • • , j, with end points
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/'and ti, the boundedness of/ does not imply pip{t, s}, 0)^B-\s\. (Such

differentials lead to Stieltjes integrals.) However if / is bounded and u is

of bounded variation on [a, ß], then the sums Z"_! Z"Li pip{t{, s{}, 0) are

uniformly bounded for all R-P's, R:ssf of [a, ß]. These observations suggest

the following definitions.

(4.1) Definition. A differential on [a, ß], p, is bounded if for some B

and all measurable sets aE[(x, ß] p(p\t,cr}, e) ^B -¡ff]. Any such B is a bound

of p..

(4.2) Definition. A differential on [a, ß], p, is of bounded i?-variation if

there is a number F such that X)?_! ¿"¿i p(p{t{, s1,}, e) g F for ail R-P's,

R:4, of  [a, ß] and all t{Esi.

Clearly :

(4.3) If a differential on [a, ß] is bounded it is of bounded i?-variation.

Returning to the case where p {t, <r} =/(/) • | <r \  where / is a real valued

function, we observe that the oscillation of / on an interval A may be written

in terms of p as

PÍv{U, o-}> p{t2, a})
sup -j—¡-

«iGA.ijGA.U^O I <7 I

For an abstract differential p(p{h, er], (*{t2, <t})/\<t\ may depend on p and

it is natural to take the supremum only over sets <rCA. In establishing the

existence of Riemann-Stieltjes product integrals in a normed ring (cf. §12)

we require a generalization of this idea embodied in the following definitions.

(4.4) Definition. If m is a non-negative additive set function whose

domain includes all finite unions of subintervals of [a, ß ] and if p is a differential

on [a, ß], then the iw-oscillation of p on an interval AC [et, ß] with m (A) >0 is

_        ,   i .. p(m{'i> s}, p{t2, s})
Oscro íp\ A) =  sup -

<r<!,s m(s)

where h, t2, and 5 are restricted as follows: ti, l2EA, s is a union of a finite

number of intervals, sCA, and m(s)>0. If m(A)=0, we define Oscm (p\A)

as 0 if p(p {h, s}, p {t2, s} ) = 0 for all h, t2EA and sEA and as + °° otherwise.

If m is Lebesgue measure, we write Osc (m|A) for Oscm (m|A).

(4.5) Definition. The m-oscillation of a differential on [a, ß], p, at

tE[a,ß] is

Oscm (p | t) = lim sup Oscm (p\ A).
A-»(

We write Osc (p\t) for Oscm (p\t) if m is Lebesgue measure.

Definitions (4.2) and (4.5), though motivated by consideration of dif-

ferentials which lead to additive integrals, have simple interpretations if 2)

is a normed ring with the operation of multiplication and p{t, a] =I+F(t)

■ | a|. In this case:
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(4.6) The function F is bounded if and only if p is bounded.

(4.7) The function F is continuous at t if and only if Osc (p\ t) =0.

(4.8) Definition. A differential, p, on [a, ß] is approximately multiplica-

tive if there is a null function(9) r\ such that if o-,-, i = 1, 2, • • • , n, are disjoint

measurable subsets of [a, ß], then

(n (       n \   \ / I    n ! \      I    n

JI Al< tí}, pit, U   o-A) < V(     U   <ri   ) •   U   o-i   .
i-i v  i=i    ; / \ I >=i     I /   I »=i

The significance of Definition 4.8 may be clarified by calculating ex-

plicitly the left-hand side of (4.9) in case p{t, a} =/(/) • |<r| and 2) is the real

numbers and also in case 2) is a normed ring with the operation of multiplica-

tion and p{t, a} =I+F(t) • \a\.

Part II. Riemann integration

5. Relations between the integrals. Important consequences of Definitions

3.16-3.19 are

(5.1) J(p, TT)CSJ(p, TL)CRJ(p, TT), and these are contained in LJ(p, Tí)
if it exists.

(5.2) If Tl'<U, then SJ(p, Tl')CSJ(p, TL).
(5.3) If R'<R, then RJ(p, R')CRJ(p, R).
(5.4) If L'<L, then LJ(p, L')CLJ(p, L).
It is 5.4 that enables us to dispense with the use of convex hulls in dis-

cussing Lebesgue integrals. In fact if 2) is a Banach space and p{t, a} = T(t)

■ \c\, the closure of LJ(p, L) is Birkhoff's [l, p. 367, Definition 2] integral

range Jl(T) and our 5.4 is essentially Birkhoff's Theorem 11.

From 5.2 we infer that SJ(p, IL-IL.) CSJ(p, Tli) i\SJ(p, Tl2) for any S-P's
IIi and n2. Hence from 2.7 we obtain:

(5.5) Theorem. If p is a differential on [a, ß], a necessary and sufficient

condition that (S)f^p[t, dt\ exist is that given e>0 there is a 5>0 such that

|n| <5 implies d(SJ(p, II)) <e.

(5.6) Theorem. If p is a differential on [a, ß], a necessary and sufficient

condition that limni SJ(p, If) exist is that given e>0 there is an S-P, 11(e), of

[a, ß] such thatTKTi(e) implies d(SJ(p, II)) <e.

Using (5.3) instead of (5.2) we obtain:

(5.7) Theorem. Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 remain valid if "(S)f„p{t, dt}" and
uSJ(p, II)" are replaced by u(R)ßp{t, dt}" and uRJ(p, II)" respectively.

(9) We use the term null function for a real-valued function / whose domain includes the

non-negative real numbers and such that/(0) =Limr_CH./(r) =0. Without loss of generality, the

null function of Definition 4.8 will be taken to be nondecreasing. An equivalent e-5 definition

seems to be less convenient in the applications.
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(5.8) Theorem. If 2) is relatively stable and p is a bounded differential on

[a, ß], then the following statements are equivalent:

/ß
p{t, dt}  =  lim J(p, n) = x,

I n l-o

rß
(5.10) (S)        pit, dt}  =   lim SJÍp,TÍ) = x,

J" mi->o

(5.11)

(5.12)

lim Jip, TI) — x,
ni

lim SJip, n) = x.
ni

Proof. That (5.9) and (5.10) are equivalent as are (5.11) and (5.12) fol-

lows at once from Definitions (2.3), (2.4), (3.16), (3.17), and (3.20). From

(2.8) and the above we see that either (5.9) or (5.10) implies (5.11) and (5.12).

These implications hold whether p is bounded or not.

Now assume (5.11) obtains. From Definition 2.4 we know that for any

e>0 there is an S-P, II:A,, i = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, such that II' <Tl and yEJip, TT')

imply piy, x)<e. Let Tl":A¡', j=í, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n" be any S-P and z= JJ"-i

p{t¡', A/' } any element of Jip, TT"). We procede to calculate an upper

bound for p(x, z).

Let the tj' and the A/' be reindexed as /"*, A"*, i = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n;

k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, so that (i) A^'CAi if Knit (ii) A,""* contains the right-hand

end point of A,- (a single A/' is to be indexed in more than one way if it con-

tains more than one such end point), (iii) A4'rtl is to the left of A"*^ if ki<k2. Let

Ai   =

Ai_i   r\ Ai
. //*
Ai

. a,-   r\ Ai

h

,k

if    k = 0,

if   1 s k á «< - 1,

if    k = ni,

1 g k á «i- 1,if

any element of A,     if    k = 0 or Wi and

a'*    •
Ai   is not empty,

. any element of [a, ß] otherwise.

Those Aj'* which are not empty determine an S-P, II', which is a refinement of

II. Moreover from Definition 4.1 we see that p\t, a} =e ii a is empty so we

have z' - IL"-! IBU, M {<f, Af} G J(p, TL'). Let * = TJî-. LT^1 p {t?, A*}.
Each factor in z1 coincides with a factor in z— JJjli p{tj', Ay" } and only

those factors for which A/' contains the right-hand end point of some Ai are

omitted. Inserting an e in zi for each such factor and applying Definition 3.22

we have piz, zi) <e provided
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(5.13) EpOK'.Aí'},«) < Biß-cl),
í-i

(5.14) £ P(ß{t", A'¡ }, e) < 5B(a_a)(e)

where the latter sum is taken over those j for which A/' contains a right-

hand end point of a A¿.

If one assumes that B is a bound for p, it follows from Definition 4.1 that

(5.13) is always satisfied while (5.14) is satisfied whenever w-|ll"|

<5.s(|3_a)(e). A similar argument shows that in this case p(z', zi) <e as well.

Hence, for any e>0, |ll"| <oB(.ß-a)(e)/n implies that for any

zEJ(ß, Tí"), p(z, x)g;P(z, zi)+p(zi, z') +p(z', x)<3e. Thus (5.9) holds and

the proof is complete.

Other assumptions might replace boundedness in the hypotheses of

Theorem 5.8, but bounded variation is not enough, as the following example

shows.

(5.15) Example. Let 2) be the additive group of real numbers, let

p{t, o-}=l if ¿ = 1/2 and 1/2Ea, and let p{t, a] =0 otherwise. Let

Ai=[0, l/2),A2=[l/2, l/2],A3 = (l/2, l]. Then J(p, TT') =SJ(p, IT) = 1 for
any n'<II:A„ *=1, 2, 3, while for any other S-P, II*, J(p, TL*)=SJ(p, TL*)
= {0,1}.

(5.16) Theorem, i/ 2) is relatively stable and p is a bounded differential on

[a, ß], then the following statements are equivalent:

r*
(5.17) (R) I    p{t,dt}  =  lim RJ(p,Tl) = x,

J" |nHo

(5.18) lim RJ(p, TT) = x,
ni

(5.19) lim RJ(p, R) = x.
RÏ

Proof. The proof that (5.17) and (5.18) are equivalent is essentially

similar to that of Theorem 5.8 and is omitted.

Since R<TT(R), we have, from (5.3), RJ(p, R)CRJ(p, Tl(R)). Thus
(5.19) follows from (5.18). On the other hand any refinement of the S-P

whose intervals are all intervals forming the sets sjf of R is a refinement of

Rso (5.19) implies (5.18).

Note that (5.18) and (5.19) are equivalent and are implied by (5.17)

whether p 's bounded or not.

Finally from (5.1) we infer:

(5.20) Theorem. // (R)f%p{t, dt} exists, then so do GS)/£pJ¿, dt} and

faP{t, dt}, and the three integrals are equal.

6. Disjoint intervals and nonoverlapping intervals. In additive Riemann
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integration theory it is immaterial whether one considers partitions into dis-

joint intervals or partitions into intervals which are merely nonoverlapping.

The example (5.15) shows that this is not the case for arbitrary abstract dif-

ferentials.

(6.1) Convention. A symbol with an asterisk, *, after it is to have the

same meaning as the symbol without the asterisk except that wherever parti-

tions into disjoint intervals were used in defining the symbol, partitions

into nonoverlapping intervals are to be used in defining the corresponding

asterisked symbol.

For example, an S-P* of [a, ß] is a representation of [a, ß] as U?_iA,- where

the A,- are nonoverlapping intervals. We do not require the A,- to be closed so

each S-P is also an S-P*.

(6.2) Theorem. If p is a differential on [a, ß], a necessary condition that

(S*)fíp{t, dt}=x is that (S)fH,p{t, dt} =x. If
(6.3) 2) is relatively stable,

(6.4) p is approximately-multiplicative,

(6.5) p is of bounded R-variation,

(6.6) p\t, A} =e whenever A consists of a single point,

(6.7) p{t, A} =p{t, A'} whenever A and A' are intervals with the same end

points,

then the condition is also sufficient.

Proof. The condition is necessary since SJ(p, TT) ESJ*ip, TT) for any

S-P, n.
Let II* be any S-P* and y* any element of SJ*ip, II*). Then by Definition

3.17 and Convention 6.1

(6.8) ?* = ÍJmKa,'}
i-l

where II':A/ <II* and tí GA'. Consider all intervals of the form Ui_A'+t

where tí 9*t'l+l = t'w= ■ ■ ■ =t'i+l9*ti+l+i. (If l>2, then A('+2, • • • , AL^., are

all degenerate.) Take the interior of each such interval and unite it with the

corresponding t[+1. These intervals are disjoint and their closures cover

[a, ß]. Accordingly we can form an S-P, II:Ay, by adding to each such

interval its left-hand end point, unless this is an element of the next interval

to the left. The point ß is to be added to the last interval. Clearly, ] H j

=i21n'l á21n*|. If A' is among those intervals used in forming Ay, then

tí EAj, and if several A' are used in forming a single Ay, then the correspond-

ing tí are equal. Let t¡ = tí if A/ is used in forming Ay. Then

n

(6.9) y = Un{ti,Ai}esj(it,n).
¡-i
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Each factor in (6.9) corresponds to a product JJUi m{^'+*. A4'+i} which

appears as part of the product in (6.8). Moreover all the t'l+t appearing in

this product are equal to t¡ and not more than two of the A[+t are nonde-

generate. By (6.6), p{t'i+i, A4'+l} =e if A4'+t is degenerate so such terms may

be neglected. By (6.7) the remaining factors in IJi»! p{ti+t, A4'+i} are un-

changed if we replace A4'+i by intervals with the same end points in such a

way that the A4'+t are disjoint and their union is Ay. Hence by Definition 4.8

the distance between the product of these factors in (6.8) and the cor-

responding factor p{tj, Ay}, in (6.9) is not more than rj(| A,| ) • | A,-|. Thus we

group the factors in (6.8) so that there is a one-to-one correspondence between

the groups and the factors in (6.9) and the sum of the distances between each

group  and   its   corresponding   factor   is   not   more   than   (ß — a) •'í?(|ll| )

g(j3 — a) • 77(2 j H* ¡ ). Since p is of bounded R-variation there is a F such that

XX1 P(v{ti, Ai}, e) g F. By Definition 3.22

(6.10) p(y*,y)<e

provided

(6.11) (ß- a)-V(2\u*\) <ôi = ôv(e).

If iS)fati{t, dt}=x, then there is a 52 such that |H| <52 and yESJ(p, TT)

imply p(y, x) <e. Choose 5 so that b<b2/2, and |n*| <5 implies (6.11). Thus

if |n*| <5, then (6.10) obtains and p(x, y)<e so p(y*, x)<2e, which com-

pletes the proof.

From Definitions 3.21 and 4.1 and 4.3 we infer:

(6.12) Theorem. Theorem 6.2 remains valid if the hypotheses (6.5), (6.6),

and (6.7) are replaced by the hypothesis p is bounded. It also remains valid if

hypotheses (6.3) and (6.5) are replaced by the hypothesis 2) is absolutely stable.

The situation in i?-integration is more complicated and the most that we

have been able to prove is the following.

(6.13) Theorem. If p is a differential on [a, ß], a necessary condition that

(R*)f^p{t, dt} =x is that (R)fc\p{t, dt} =x. If 2) is relatively stable and p is
bounded and approximately multiplicative, then the condition is sufficient.

The proof is similar to, but more cumbersome than that of Theorem 6.2.

7. Elementary properties.

(7.1) Theorem. If p is a bounded differential on [a, y], ct^ß^y, and 2)

is relatively stable, then (R)f%p{t, dt} —x, and (R)f}p{t, dt} =y imply

(R)flp{t,dt}=x-y.

Proof. Consider any S-P, II, of [a, y] and any 2= Yil-i LljiiM{4> 4}
ERJ(f¿, u). Determine n', n" so that Ai = U^i^C [ot,ß] if and only if ¿=V,

and AiE[ß, y] if and only if i^n". Either n" — n' = l or n" — n' = 2. Let
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p{ = p{l{, si}, *i= ntl   T&lf4,  yi= IlLn"  U%iÂ,  ft-£E£&i  ILB¿i Mi
Thusz = Xi-Zi-yi.

It is possible to find IL an S-P of [a, ß] and II2 an S-P of [ß, y] and sets

s' and s" and points t'Es', t"Es" so that íc2 = Xi-p.{¿', 5'} ERJ(p, Tli) and

y2=/x{i", s"}.y1eR/(/i.n,)and [Hi[ ^|H| and |H,| u\ïl\.
By Definitions 3.20 and 3.22

(7.2) p(x-y, x2-y2) < t

provided  |lL|  and  | IT21  are sufficiently small while

/ /    n"—l     ni       \

p(z, x2-y2) = p(xve-(    JX   Tipij-e-yi,
(7.3) V Vi=n'+1I=1    7

'   n"-l     m
1 < É

*i-mK*'}( n fte)-M{¿",5"}^
\ i=n'+l  J-l     / /

provided

(7.4) £ E P(MÍ, e) á ^(y - a)
»-1 j=i

and

(7.5) p(m{/', s'},e)+ *¿   fjpOJ, e) + P(p{t", s"},e) è ôBiy^(e).
i—n'+l j'—l

By Definition 4.1 equation (7.4) is automatically satisfied while (7.5) is

satisfied if 3B | II | <5js(7-a)(e). Thus (7.3) is satisfied for sufficiently small |ll|

and since lull < jHj and |ll2| < |TT|, (7.2) is also satisfied. Combining these,

we see that for any e>0 we can ensure that p(z, x-y) <2e for any zERJ(p, TT)

by making | IT j small enough.

Several variants of Theorem 7.1 are also true. The proofs are similar to

that of Theorem 7.1 and are omitted.

(7.6) Theorem. If p is a bounded differential on [a, y], a^ß^y, and 2)

is relatively stable, then (S)f«p{t, dt} =x, (S)f}p{t, dt} — y imply (S)f^p{t, dt}
= x ■ y.

(7.7) Theorem. In Theorem 7.6 the hypothesis that p is bounded may be

replaced by p is of bounded variation and lim¿^ p {t, A} =e.

(7.8) Theorem. In Theorem 7.7 the hypothesis p is of bounded variation

may be dropped if 2) is absolutely stable.

On the other hand, the existence of an integral over [a, ß] need not

imply its existence over a smaller interval.

(7.9) Example. Let 2) be the real numbers with the operation of multipli-
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cation. Let/(¿) = 1 if / is rational and 0 otherwise. Let

,       , (0 if t E <r and 1 G a,
ß\t, o-}  =   < .     .

(.1 + f(t) | a-1 otherwise.

This differential is approximately multiplicative and of bounded variation

on any finite interval, but (S)f^p{t, dt} exists if and only if IG [a, ß}.

(7.10) Theorem. If p is a bounded differential on [a, ß], and 2) is relatively

stable, and (S)fZp{t, dt} exists for all y, a^y^ß, then

lim  (S)  I    p {t, dt} = e.
7—>a+ J a

Proof. Let B be a bound for p and let e>0 be given. For any 7, a^y^ß,

there is an S-P, II:Ai, of [a, 7] and a choice of /¿GA¡ so that

>((S)j\{t,dt\,  flp{ti,Ai}) < e.

By   Definition   3.22,   if y-a<ÔB^-a)ie)/B,   then   p(IJ?=im{*î,   Ai},   e) <e.

Thus, for 7 sufficiently close to a, pie, iS)f2 p {t, dt} ) < 2e.

By similar methods we can obtain:

(7.11) Theorem. If pis a bounded differential on [a, ß] and 2) is relatively

stable and iS)fZp[t, dt} exists for all y in a neighborhood of 70 (a<7o<j8),

then iS)faP\t, dt} is a continuous function of y at 70.

(7.12) Theorem. Both Theorem 7.10 and Theorem 7.11 remain valid if

S-integration is replaced by R-integration.

8. Existence of i?-integrals. From Theorem 5.7 we know that a sufficient

condition that iR)f«p{t, dt} exist is that diRJip, II)) can be made arbitrarily

small by making | IT | small enough. We proceed to calculate an upper bound

for RJip, n).
Let TT'.Ai, i = i, 2, ■ • ■ , n, be given and choose /.-GA». Let pi=p{ti, A,}

and let x= JJí-iMí- Let x'= JJ"-i 11"= iM{¿o 4*} be any element of,
RJip, II). There is no loss of generality in assuming that n'=n and

UJlx^-A*. Let piJ=p{tlJ, s?}, pf = p{ti, s?}, and let x* = TJ?-i IB-i ft*.
If 2) is relatively stable and p is of bounded i?-variation, then, by Defini-

tions 3.22 and 4.2, for any e>0 there is a 5y(e) such that

(8.1) pix, x*) < e    and    p(x*, *') < t

provided

(8.2) Ep(ft. IIft,)<«r(«)
i=l       \ j-1 /
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and

(8.3) ¿EpOÍ'.ft'XM«)
i=l   í«l

respectively.

If p is approximately multiplicative, it follows from Definition 4.8 that

(8.2) is satisfied provided

(8.4) i7(|n|)<cV(e)/0S-«).

From Definition 4.4 we see that (8.3) is satisfied whenever for some non-

negative additive set function, m,

n

(8.5) J2 Ose™ (¿i 1 Ai)w(A.) < Ôvie).
i=l

Let Fm,n(í)=OscOT (p.|A,-) whenever ¿GA,-. Let

(8.6) FmS(t) =  sup Fm.n(0-
|ni<f

Since F„ ,n is a step function and the domain of m includes all intervals, Fm,n is

measurable with respect to m and (8.5) may be rewritten as /fFm,n(¿)á?w(<)

<5y(e) which is clearly implied by

(8.7) (   Fm,rit)dmit) < ôvie)

provided | H | <f and Fm,tit) is summable with respect to m. It is easily seen

from Definition 4.4 that supin|<r Fm,n(¿) is unchanged if, in forming the

supremum, we consider only S-P's whose intervals have rational end points

(except possibly a and ß). As this class is enumerable it follows that Fm,tit)

is measurable. From Definition 4.5 we infer that limr-.o Fm,r(/) =Oscm ip\t)

while from (8.6) it is clear that Fm,r(/) is a nonincreasing function of f.

Hence the conditions Osc (p,|/)=0 for all tE[a, ß]— E where m(E)=0

and JtFm,rait)dmit) < + « for some fo>0 imply the existence of a 5'(e) such

that f <5'(e) implies (8.7) and hence (8.5) and (8.3). Combining this with the

fact that (8.4) implies (8.2) we see that (8.1) holds for all sufficiently small

|n|. As x' was an arbitrary element of RJip, II) and x was chosen inde-

pendently of x' it follows that for all sufficiently small |IT|, diRJ(jx, II) <4e.

This completes the proof of the following theorem.

(8.8) Theorem. // 2) is relatively stable, and if p is a differential approxi-

mately multiplicative and of bounded R-variation on [a, ß], and if, for some

non-negative additive set function m, Oscm ip\l)=0 for all tE[<x, ß]—E where

miE)=0, and if JiFm,ttit)dmit) < + «> for some fo>0, then (R)flp\t, dt}
exists.
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We shall use Theorem 8.8 in §11, but for bounded differentials we have a

simpler result.

(8.9) Theorem. 7/2) is relatively stable, and pis a bounded, approximately

multiplicative differential on [a, ß], and Osc ip\ t) =0 for almost all tE [a, ß],

then iR)f^p{t, dt} exists.

Proof. From Definition 4.1 it follows that if m is Lebesgue measure, then

Fmjit) 5=22? where B is a bound for p. Using this and (4.3) we see that the

hypotheses of Theorem 8.8 are satisfied.

In the proof of Theorem 8.8 the assumption that p is of bounded R-

variation is needed only in inferring (8.1) from (8.2) and (8.3). Accordingly

we also have the following.

(8.10) Theorem. 7/2) is absolutely stable, the hypothesis that p is of bounded

R-variation may be omitted in Theorem 8.8.

By virtue of Theorem 5.20 we have:

(8.11) Theorem. Theorems 8.8, 8.9, and 8.10 remain valid if iR)fß,p{t, dt}

is replaced by iS)f^p\t, dt} or by fip\t, dt}.

Part III. Lebesgue integration

9. Elementary properties. We now state explicitly the meaning of the

infinite products used in the definition (3.19) of Lebesgue integral range.

(9.1) Definition. If Bi, i = \, 2, ■ • ■ , n, are linearly ordered sets and

x?G2) for each bEBi, then JJ"_! üigs.-xj = x means given any neighborhood,

V, of x there are finite sets C,EBi such that if Dt are finite sets and dED¡

EBi, then ]J?-i lJ^>eI>,■a:^G'L, where the order of the factors in IJbgjj.Xi

coincides with the order of their superscripts.

From Definition 3.19, (1.1), (1.2), and (2.7) we obtain:

(9.2) If LJip, L) exists and L'<L, then LJip, L') exists and LJip, L')

ELJip, L).
(9.3) If LJip, L) exists and Li and L2 are refinements of L, then LJip, L7)

i\LJip, L2) is not void.

(9.4) Theorem. If LJip, L) exists for some L-P, L, of [a, ß], then a neces-

sary and sufficient condition that iL)fßp{t, dt} exist is that infz,<.< LdiLJ(jx, L')

= 0.

(9.5) Theorem. If LJip, L) exists for some L-P, L, of [a, ß] and

iL)fßap{t, dt} exists, then (L)/fp.{i, dt}=f\L'^L CliLJip, L')) where

CliLJip, L')) is the closure of LJip, L').

(9.6) Definition. A differential p on [a, ß] is of bounded ¿-variation if

there is a number F such that XX i UteBi P(P-K> <A], e) á F for all L-P's,
L\o\, of [a, ß] and all ¿¡Eoi-
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(9.7) If a differential on [a, ß] is bounded, then it is of bounded ¿-varia-

tion.

(9.8) Theorem. If 2) is relatively stable and p is a differential of bounded

L-variation on [a, ß], then LJip, L) exists for any L-P, L, of [a, ß].

Proof. We must show that for any L-P, L\a\, and any ^G^i the product

fl"-i IJ&ESiP-i^i) a1} exists. Since relative stability implies continuity of

multiplication, it is enough to show that, for each i, IJ&gb.P-'' exists where

pb = p{t\, o-l}. By Definition 9.6, X^Gb,p(pA «) á V. Let 5F(l/2") be chosen as

in Definition 3.22. Since X^&GBí PÍPb, e) iS convergent, we can choose finite

sets CvC-Bi, v = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , such that C,CC+i and, for any finite set C con-

taining C„ X^ee-c, p(p6. e)<hvi'i/2"). Let x,= IJ<>Go P-6- By Definition
3.22, p(x„, %i) < 1/2'. Thus Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ is a Cauchy sequence and has a limit

x; moreover p(x, x,) 5Í l/2\ Now given e>0, choose v so that (1/2") <e/2. If C

is any finite set containing C„ it follows from Definition 3.22 that

P( IJí>GcP6. *) áp( ILgcpA xy) +pix, x,) < e.

(9.9) Theorem. If p is a differential on [a, y], a^ß^y, p{ß, {ß}}

■p{ß, {ß}} =p{ß, {ß}} and multiplication in 2) is continuous, then

iL)fap{t, dt} =x and iL)f}p{t, dt} =y imply iL)f%p{t, dt} =x-y.

The proof of Theorem 9.9 is like that of Theorem 7.1 but the hypotheses

are weaker since we need only consider L-P's, L, such that the degenerate

interval {ß} is one of the intervals of JJ(L).

10. Relation between Riemann and Lebesgue integration. The proof

[Birkhoff 1, p. 377] that, in a Banach space, additive Lebesgue integration

includes additive Riemann integration is not applicable to our differentials,

and the following theorem is proved by a process of approximating measur-

able sets by finite unions of intervals.

(10.1) Theorem. 7/2) is relatively stable and pis a bounded, approximately

multiplicative differential on [a, ß] and iR)f%p[t, dt} =x, then

rß
(L) Ja p{t,dt} = x.

We first show that the following lemma implies the theorem.

(10.2) Lemma. Given any 5>0 and any L-P, Lier", i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n; aEAi

with n(L) =11 : A, and any tîEaï, then there are finite sets Bi = {a], a2, ■ ■ • , a"'}

C^4i and an R-P, R:4, i — 'i, 2, • • • , n;j = 0, 1, • • • , Wi such that

(10.3) 11(2?) = n,

(10.4) ¿      £      Icr'l   <í,
i-l  aGAj-Bj
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(10.5) Z|s<¡<í,
i-l

(10.6) ¿El*- (fin»51 <«.
i-i í-i

(10.7) ¿£|«r,-(íín4l ■<*.
;=i y=i

(10.8) ¿Gfl i= 1,2, • • • ,»í,

w&ere ítJ = er"*' a«d ¿4 = íp.

Proof of the theorem. Let e>0 be given. Let B be a bound for p., let

dB(ß-a)it) be the 5 of Definition 3.22, and let r\ be the null function of Defini-

tion 4.8.

Since (2?)/fp{/, dt} =x, there is an S-P II:A,-, i=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, such that

both

(10.9) C8-«M|n|)<8fl(^,(e)

and zERJip, II) implies piz, x) <e. If y is any element of LJip, II), then

n'

y = n n nu', ¿}
i=l  o6a¡

where L:0|-<IL Moreover, there is no loss of generality in assuming that

«'=« and n(i) = 11. Let the sets B( and the R-P, R'4, be chosen according

to Lemma 10.2 with 5 = 5Btf-a)ie)/B.

Let

yi - IUIp{¿¿> o-<}>
i_l J_I

n     n, .

«i = n iip{¿»> *}.
i-l  }-l

n      ni

J2 = II II [p{'<> <r'i - (fi n <r<) } ■/.{<!, S< r\ <r,} ],
i-l   J—1

«      n» .

22 =   IJ JJ  [p-{ti,  s'i —   islr\ (Ti)}    p{ti, SiC\ o-i} ],
i=l  y_l

y* = ÍlñAtÍ¿r\*Í},
1=1   y=l

n      ni

z = n n p {'.-. si} >
i=l ,-_o
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where t° is any element of s°. From (10.3) and (10.8), 2G2?/(p.,II) sop(x, z) <e.

From (10.5) and Definition (4.1)

n n

E PÍv{U, Si}, e) ^ B J2 I *l < Sb(0_„)(í)
i-l 1=1

whence, by Definition 3.22, p(2, z7) <e.

Similarly using in turn (10.6), (10.7), and (10.4) instead of (10.5) we ob-

tain p(22, y*) <e, piy*, y2) <e, and p(yi, y) <e.

Also from (10.9) and Definition 4.8

n      n% , .       . , . .

E E p(p {k> *}. p {'*■ *< - (f< n o-i)} /a {¿i, 5i n <Ti} )
i=l   ;=1

n      ni

= E E^d *<l )■ 1*1
i=l   3=1

^ 7,(| n| )0S — «)  <5B(ß-a)(e).

Whence, by Definition 3.22, piziZ2) <e. Similarly p(yi, y2) <e, whence piy, x)

<7e.

Since y was an arbitrary member of LJip, II), this completes the proof of

the theorem.

We omit the proof of Lemma 10.2 which consists of approximating the

o-° from within by closed sets and then approximating these by finite unions

of intervals.

Part IV. Applications

11. Additive integration. In this section we shall discuss the relation of

our abstract system to additive integrals of familiar types. No new results

are obtained, but a few well known theorems are shown to be special cases of

our theorems (8.9) and (8.10).

The simplest realization of our abstract system is that already considered

where 2) is the linear space of real numbers and p {t, a} =/(/) • | a \ where / is a

real-valued function. For our present purposes, however, this case is no easier

to treat than that where 2) is an arbitrary Banach space with norm || || and

/ has its range in 2). If p has the above form we shall say that it is an additive

differential, it being understood that 2) is a Banach space. The following are

immediately verified by reference to (3.23), (4.1), (4.5), (4.8).

(11.1) If p is an additive differential, 2) is absolutely stable.

(11.2) If p{t, a} =/(<) • |<r| is an additive differential, p is bounded if and

only if/ is bounded.

(11.3) If p{t, a} =f(t)-\<r\ is an additive differential, then Ose (p.|i)=0

if and only if / is continuous at /.

(11.4) If p is an additive differential, then it is approximately multiplica-

tive.
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We also observe:

(11.5) If p is an additive differential and f„p{t, dt} exists, then so does

iR)feap{t,dt}.
Proof. The proof follows from three theorems given by Birkhoff [l,

Theorems 3, 4, and 9, p. 364]. From the first two we infer easily that the

closed convex hull of J(p, II) tends to f„p{t, dt} as |II| tends to zero, and

from the latter we see that RJip, II) is included in the closed convex hull of

/(m, n).
An inspection of Definitions 2.3, 3.16, and 3.20 shows that if p{t, a*}

=/(/) • | a | is an additive differential, then /fp {t, dt} is just the integral fßfit)dt

defined by Graves [l, p. 166]. In view of (11.5) and (5.20) this yields the fol-

lowing theorem.

(11.6) Theorem. If p is the additive differential p{t, a} =fit)-\o~\, then

Graves' integral f„fit)dt and the integrals fip{t, dt}, iS)f„p{t, dt} and

iR)fßp{t, dt} coincide.

Moreover by Theorems 11.6 and 8.9 and (11.1), (11.2), (11.3), and (11.4)

we obtain Graves' Theorem 2 [op. cit. p. 168], namely:

(11.7) If fit) is bounded and continuous almost everywhere on [a, ß],

then Graves' integral f%fit)dt exists.

Since addition in a Banach space is commutative, we need not pay atten-

tion to the ordering of terms in finite sums. For infinite sums our Definition

9.1 yields the unconditional sum. Accordingly our restriction to integrals

over an interval is no longer essential.

Our definition of a Lebesgue integral (denoted by (L)/©p[i, dt}) is mean-

ingful when L'.al is interpreted as a representation of a space © as a union

of an enumerable number of disjoint sets, a", belonging to a fixed cr-field S0Î

of measurable subsets of <S. We then have:

(11.8) Theorem. 7/ p is the additive differential, p{t, «r}=/(<)■ |<r| if

<rC9D?, ¿G©, then iL)f<gp{t, dt} is the integral Jif) defined by Birkhoff [l,
Definition 4, p. 367].

Proof. A reference preceded by a [B] is to Birkhoff's paper [l].

Assume that iL)f<gp{t, dt} exists. Then, by Theorem 9.4 for some L-P,

L:aî, diLJip., L))<\/n. Let xn be any element of LJip, L). From Definition

3.19, HXXi EaG^/('?)-h0lll = IIE?-i E«G^/W)kJ-*o||+MI<iA*
-+-||xo||. This clearly implies that/ is summable under L in the sense of [B]

Definition 1. From Definition 3.19 and [B] Definition 2 it follows that //.(/)

is contained in the closed convex hull of LJip, L) so ¿(/¿(/))<l/w and/ is

integrable in the sense of [B] Definition 3. That (L)/©p{/, dt} and /(/) are

equal is an immediate consequence of Theorems 9.4, 9.5, [B] 12, and [B]

Definition 4.
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Conversely assume J(f) exists. Then, for some L-P, L, of <3, ¿(/¿(/)) < \/n.

From Definition 3.19 and [B] Theorem 9 and [B] Definition 2 we infer that

LJip, L)EJh(f) and from Theorem 9.4 we infer that (L)f®p{t, dt} exists.

Every function which is integrable in the sense of Graves obviously must

be bounded. Thus from (11.1), (11.2), (11.4) and Theorems 10.1, 11.6, and
11.8 we obtain the following result given by Birkhoff [l, p. 377].

(11.9) If a function is integrable in the sense of Graves, it is integrable in

the sense of Birkhoff.

We can also obtain an integral containing that defined by Price [l, p. 22].

References to that paper will be preceded by [P], but the reader will be

assumed to be familiar with the symbols C*([P] p. 20), r(<r) ([P] (8.1)) and

([P] (8.2)), and (H)f^F(t)dr(t) ([P] (13.8)).
Let 2) consist of the set of all closed, bounded subsets of a Banach space

B. Let the x-y, x, yG2), be the closure of the set of all sums £ + t; with ¡-E%,

vEy. It is easy to prove that this operation is associative and that IJ"=ix«

is the closure of the set of all sums of the form E"-i £• with %íExí. Let p(x, y)

be the Hausdorff distance between x and y [Hausdorff 1, p. 146].

(11.10) Theorem. If p{t, a} = p{<r} is the closure of T(a)C*(F(a)) and F

is integrable in the sense of Price, then (L)f<g,p{t, dt} exists and is the set whose

sole member is (36)/@F(í)¿r(¿).

Proof. Comparing Definitions 9.1, [P] (4.7), and [P] (4.8), we see that a

product Uüi xi, *»G2), exists if and only if Ei-i x» converges weakly uncon-

ditionally to a bounded set.

From [P] (10.2) and [P] (11.1) and Theorem [P] (10.3) and [P] (10.4) it
follows that there is an L-P L'.Gi such that for any L-P: L':<x¡ <L,

E<" iT(°7)C*iFi<rí)) is strongly unconditionally convergent. But if a series

of sets is strongly unconditionally convergent, so is the series of the closures

of the sets. By Theorem [P] (5.12) the product YL"-i p{o~¡ , tj } exists and is

equal to the closure of the integral range 7(F, ©, L') provided the latter is

bounded. From Definition [P] (11.1) and Theorem [P] (10.4) there is an L

such that, for all L'<L, I(F, <S, L') is bounded, so from Theorem [P] (10.4)

and Definition 3.19 for all such L', LJip, L') is the closure of I(F, @, L'). It

follows at once from Theorems [P] (10.4) and [P] (11.2) and Definitions 3.20

and [P] (11.1) that iL)fisp{d, dt} is the set consisting of the single point

(M)f9F(t)dT(t).
The integrals of functions with values in a general convex linear space

studied by Phillips [l] and Rickart [l] can be obtained by a much more

drastic modification of our system in two directions.

First we replace the assumption that 2) has a metric topology by the

assumption that the topology is given by a family of "pseudo metrics."

That is, we assume the existence of a family, zA, of real-valued functions,

Pa, with domain DXD such that pa(x, y) satisfies all the usual axioms for a
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metric except that the axiom "p(x, y)=0 implies x=y" is replaced by "the

totality of sets of the form: the set of all y such that pa(x, y)<e, paEzA,

xG2), e>0, form an open basis in 2)."

Second we replace the limiting processes leading to the integral by

processes analogous to those introduced by Birkhoff [2, pp. 50-52] and used

by Phillips [l] and Rickart [l]. Thus we say that (*)f<sp{t, dt} =x if given

any neighborhood 1J(x) of x there is an L-P:L with the property that if

L':a1<L, then there are finite sets Ai such that if B, are finite sets containing

At, then TJ?-i Ii»&BiP{tt,ol}EV(x).
With these changes it is easy to find determinations of 2) and p so that

(*)f%p{t, dt] is (1) the "U-integral of Phillips [l, p. 118] or (2) the ^-integral

of Rickart [l, p. 502].

The analysis of §8 applies without modification to yield the usual existence

theorem for Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. Let 2) be the additive group of real

numbers (or more generally any Banach space) and let numerically-valued

functions/and <p with domain [a, ß] be given. (More generally/may have its

values in the Banach space 2).) Now let p{t, s} be defined as

/(0¿lW*)-*(¿)]
i=l

whenever 5 is a union of intervals with left- and right-hand end points t], t\

respectively. A differential of this form will be called a Stieltjes differential.

If p is the Stieltjes differential

" 2 1

p{t,s} =/w-E [<*>('<) - *(<<)],
i=l

the following are readily verified.

(11.11) If / is bounded and <p is of bounded variation on [a, ß], then p

is of bounded R-variation on [a, ß].

(11.12) If 0 is of bounded variation and mis) is the (total) variation of <p

on í and / is continuous at to, then Oscm ip\to) =0.

(11.13) p is approximately multiplicative.

(11.14) Theorem. If p is the Stieltjes differential p{t, s} =/(/)

• E"-i   [<p(¿?) — 4>it\)],   then   fßp{t,   dt}   is   the   Riemann-Stieltjes   integral

Jifit)d<pit).

Proof. With the Convention 6.1, Jßafit)d<pit) is just *fßap{t, dt}. For any

S-P:n:Ai and any element, x= E?-i/0?) [<K'¿) -<Kú)], of J*ip, Tl) we can
obtain, by uniting those A,- for which the ti coincide and removing end points

where necessary, a II' with |n'| ^2|ll| such that xEJip, TT'). Hence

*fßap{t^t}=fßap{t,dt}.

(11.15) Theorem. If <p is of bounded variation and if f is bounded and is
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continuous except on a set E such that the variation of <f> on E is zero, then the

Riemann-Stieltjes integral fßfit)d<pit) exists.

Proof. Let p be the Stieltjes-differential p{t, s) =f(t) E"-i[<P(A2) -<>$)]•
In view of Theorems 11.14 and 5.20 we need only show that (7?)/fp.{¿, dt}

exists. From (3.23), (11.11), 11.12, and (11.13) we infer that all the hy-
potheses of Theorem 8.1 are satisfied except possibly the condition

JßaFm,iait)dm<-\- oo. But from Definition 4.5 it is easily seen that Oscm (p|A)

is less than or equal to the bound of /, from which the desired result follows

immediately.

12. Product integrals. The following paragraphs are to be read in con-

junction with a paper by Masani [l ], references to which are preceded by an

[M].
Let us say that p. is a product differential if 2) is a normed ring and p {t, a}

= 1 + F(i) ■ |tr|, where F is a function on [a, ß] with values in 2). We have

already seen that if p is a product differential then: 2) is relatively stable

(3.24) ; p is bounded if and only if F is bounded (4.6) ; Osc (p| t) =0 if and only

if F is continuous at t (4.7). The following is a consequence of equation [M]

(4.32).
(12.1) If p is the product differential p{t, <r} =1 + F(/)-|tr| and F is

bounded, then p is approximately multiplicative.

(12.2) Theorem. If p is the product differential i + Fit) -\a\, then
(5)/f p {t, dt} coincides with the product integral f^ß ( 1 + Fdt) defined by Masani

(Definition [M] 6.2).

Proof. With trivial modifications, the proof of [M] Theorem 11.5 can be

used to show that if iS)fßp{t, dt} exists, then F is bounded.

By Theorem 6.12 the existence of iS)f«p{t, dt} implies the existence of

limim^o SJ*ip, TV). Comparing Definitions 3.17 and [M] (9.1) and using the

Convention 6.1, we see that S^iF, TT)ESJ*ip, TV) whenever II is an S-P*.

Accordingly Iimm^o S~(F, II)=lim|ni-o SJ*Qi, Tl) = iS)fßap{t, dt}. By [M]
(8.2) and Definitions [M] (6.1) and [M] (9.1), J~ß(l + Fdt) exists and is

iS)fßap{t,dt}.
On the other hand, if f~^ßi\-\-Fdt) exists, then F and hence p is bounded

([M] Theorem 11.5). Comparing Definitions 3.2 and [M] (9.1), we see that

Jip, TT)ES^iF, TV), where II is the S-P* whose intervals are the closures of

those of IT. From Definitions [M] (5.2), [M] (6.1) and [M] (9.1) we see that

if fiT0(l + Fdt) exists, then so does limn¿ S""iF, II) and that the two are

equal. Hence limni J(p, Tl) =f~ßil + Fdt) and, from Theorem 5.8 JT^l + Fdt)

= iS)fßap{t,dt}.

(12.3) Theorem. If p is a product differential, then S and R integration

are equivalent.
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Proof. From Theorem 5.6 we know that 7?-integrability implies 5-inte-

grability to the same integral.

Assume that the product differential p{t, <r} = 1 + Fit)\a\ is 5-integrable

to x. From the proof of the preceding theorem F has a bound B. Now let

e>0 be given. We can find a 5i>0 so that |IT| <5i and yESJip, II) imply

piy, x)<e. Let II: Ai be any S-P with [ITj <5i and let z be any element of

RJip, Tl). Then

z = nft d+^)!*i)
i-l  1=1

where ÍE4 and \}fmi Si=A[. Let z'= JJ?=i (1+Ey"¿i ^(#U|)- From
equations [M] (4.22), [M] (4.32), and [M] (4.42) we infer

(12.4) p(2, 2') á Biß - a) exp Biß - a) [exp 2j|ll|   - l].

Now

1   31
n     [    ni „. .     \

z' = mY,\^[i + \^\-Fit,i)]\
i=i (. y_i  I Ai I )

= s{(ÖT?)St7 + |i'|-F('i",)1}
where the sum is to be taken over all functions j with domain 1,2, • • • , n

such that l^jii) ^ni. Since the sum of the coefficients dJ"-i|4(1>|/| A,| ) is

1 and none of them is negative, it follows that p(x, 2') = \x — z'\ ^supy(o \x

- IJ?-i[^+|Ai|F(4(0)]|. As each of these products is in SJ(p, II), this
yields p(x, z')<e. Combining this ¡with (12.4) we see that if jII| <5i and

|n| <52=(l/23) log (1 + e exp [Biß-a)}/[Biß-a)]), then any element of

RJip, II) is within 2e of x, that is, (7?) fßp{t, dt} =x.

Masani's product integral includes the Riemann product integrals of

matrix-valued functions studied by Volterra [l, 2, 3], Schlesinger [l], Rasch

[l ], and Volterra and Hostinsky [l ], but not the Lebesgue integral defined by

Schlesinger [l, pp. 54-57].

(12.5) Theorem. If p is the product differential p{t, a} =1 + F(i) • |<r|

and Schlesinger's Lebesgue product integral /^(7+ Fdt) exists, then so does

(L)fßp{t, dt}, and the two are equal.

Proof. Schlesinger's [F]=w max | F,y| [Schlesinger 1, p. 35] does not

satisfy Gelfand's axiom 5' [Gelfand 1, p. 3] for a normed ring, but Gelfand's

construction [op. cit. pp. 3-4] leads to a norm | F| satisfying the relation

[F]/n¿ I F| ?£ [F], For convenience we shall use | F\ rather than [F]. This

does not change Schlesinger's definitions essentially.
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A bounded matrix-valued function F is integrable in the sense of Schle-

singer if there is a sequence, Fi, F2, • • • , of step functions converging almost

everywhere to F. Without loss of generality we may assume the F,- to be uni-

formly bounded.

Let e>0 be given and let B be a bound for F, Fu F2, ■ ■ ■ . By (3.24)

and Definition 3.22 there is a 5 = ôB(g-a)(e) such that p(xi} l)<Biß — a) and

XXi pixi,y{) <5 implyp(JI?_i xit IJ?_iy,) <e. By Egoroff's theorem [Saks 1,
p. 18] there is an L-P L'Wi, i — 0, 1, and an integer TV such that |ff0| <5/423

and v>N, tE<ri imply | F(i) - F„(i) | < 5/2(0-«). Let p,{t, <r} = 1 + F„(i) • |<r|.

By Theorems 8.9, 10.1, 9.4, 9.7, and 9.8 there is an L-P, L„ such that

diLJip,, L,))<t. Let L*=L,L' and let

y = ñ n(i+*(£)ifti)
i=l   aGx,

be any element of LJip, L*). Then

* = n n (l+F^-i^D
i=l   a(=Ai

is an element of LJip,, L*). By Definition 9.1 there are finite sets 73 i such that

if y'-IB-i ILg*. (l + F(/?).|fff|) and *'=TJ?-i ILg*. (l + F,(/?)|<r?| ),
then piy', y) <e and p(2', z) <e. Now

¿   E P(l+ Fit°)\aai |,  l+Ftiû)\a"i\)
i-l   ¡)Gß;

=    E   \Fifj-F,itai)\-\<rai\+    E   \Fiti)-F,itM-\*"\

ii ô       i
< 25   <r„   + —-r   <n

2(/3-a)'

<5.

By Definition 3.22, piy', z') <e. Thus any element of LJip, L*) is within 3e

of an element of LJip,, L,). Since the diameter of the latter is less than e,

the diameter of the former is less than 7eand, by Theorem 9.4, (L)/fp{¿, dt}

exists. Obviously also (Z)/fp{i, dt} =limn^00 lim£l LJip,, L) =/"*£ il + Fdt).

For unbounded functions, F, Schlesinger's definition is not altogether clear

unless j F\ is summable. In this case it is easy to prove that

f     il+Fdt) =   lim  (Z)  f   pN{t, dt}
J <* JV-.» Ja

rß
= iDja p{t,dt}
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where

Íl+F(¿)|<H     if    ¡Fit) | £N,
PA' i t, a i  —   < | .

if    \F(t) | >N.
{t,'} =  {J

Since the ring of matrices is finite-dimensional, every Riemann integrable

function is continuous almost everywhere and hence integrable in the sense

of Schlesinger. An analogue of Graves' example [Graves 1, p. 166] shows

that this is not the case when the Schlesinger definition is extended to arbi-

trary normed rings.

Our methods also enable us to infer the existence of product integrals

analogous to Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. Let 2) be a normed ring and let

functions F and <i> with domain [a, ß] and range in 2) be given. Let p{t, s}

= l + Fit). [ X)?-i (*(i?) -$(#)) ] where t2 and t\ are the right- and left-hand end

points of the intervals forming s. Such a differential p will be called a Stieltjes

product differential.

(12.6) Definition. If $ is a function with domain [a, ß] and range in a

normed ring 2), the variation, F(4>, A), of f» over an interval AC [a, ß] is

sup E^-il^i) — *('}) I where the supremum is taken over all choices of

4, /feâsuch that 4«iá4<4á • • -á£<4.
If F^, [a, ß]) is finite, F(i>, A) is an additive function of an interval and

of bounded variation. Accordingly it [Saks 1, pp. 64, 65] determines a meas-

ure m$ia) defined at least for all Borel sets a.

If p is the Stieltjes product differential p{t, s} = 1 + F(/) [ E?-i {*(#)

—í>(í})} ], direct calculation shows:

(12.7) If Fis continuous at to, then Oscm^ (p., ¿o) =0;

(12.8) If F is bounded and F(i>, [a, /3])< + °o, then p is of bounded

variation.

However a Stieltjes product differential is not in general approximately

multiplicative and Theorem (8.8) is not immediately applicable. In the

proof of that theorem approximate multiplicativity was used only in estab-

lishing (8.2), which we now derive otherwise.

If F and «î» are given, let

(12.9) Mis) = ¿ ($(¿) - *(¿))
i-l

where t2 and tl are the right- and left-hand end points of the intervals forming

s. We must show that there is a 5<0 such that ¡ IT j <5 implies (8.2), that is,

1 + Fit)MiAi) - jj (1+ f(í)M(sí)) I < avie).
í-i I

If B is a bound for F, then straightforward calculation shows that
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l+F(t)M(Ai)-jí(l+F(t)M(s!d)   £B*mt{A.{)-m*(u  sf)
i-l MVio     /

+ iJ«i*(A,-)(l + Bm^iAi)) fexp [ß-m^f U   s'Xl - lj

for any jo, 1 ¿jaúni. The desired result follows if the right-hand side can

be made less than 8r(e)iWtf(Ai)/wi$([a!, ß]). This is the case if we can make

iw*(Ujvy0s<) arbitrarily small uniformly in i.

Now (pit) =«$([«, t]) is a nondecreasing upper semi-continuous function

on ct^t^ß and hence m<¡,i[a, t]) =fit)+git) where / is a continuous non-

decreasing function and g is of the form git) = Ew $(£*) where s(£&) is the

saltus, <pi^k+0)—(j>i^k — 0), of <p at £&. If e>0 is given, we can find 5i so

that \t2-h\ <5i implies \fih)-fik)\ <e/2. We can also find N so that

Ei°-AM-i i(£*) <e/2. Let 52 = 2_1 inL.ygiv- |&—£y| • Now let 5 be the smaller of

5i and 52 (or, if 7^ = 0, just 5i). If JII:A*| <5 and 7?:^-<II, then no At- can
contain more than one £4 with k^N. If A,- does contain such a £i, let si" be the

4 containing it. Now m<¡,i4) = E¡ (firù ~fiti)+gir¡) — giti)) where the r's

and t's are the right and left end points of the intervals forming 4- Thus

i»4,(U,vy0 4) ¿fir)— /(<)+ EfiG^.^AT •*(£<)<« where r and / are the end

points of Ai.

This completes the proof that (8.2) is valid for sufficiently small j IT |

whenever p is the product differential p{t, s} = Fit) ■ E"-i (*(r<) —*('*)) with

F bounded and i> of bounded variation on [a, ß].

The remainder of the proof of Theorem (8.1) is valid under these condi-

tions. We have thus proved:

(12.10) Theorem. If & and F are functions from [a, ß] to a normed ring

and if <& is of bounded variation and if F is continuous except possibly on a set

E where 4> has zero variation, then the Riemann-Stieltjes product integral

[1+Fw*v>\ - 1™ n n [1+nt)M(f',)]<*>/. |n|—0 i-i

exists where t{E4, 2?:4<Ü, and Mi4) is defined by (12.9).

We may, by Theorem 5.20, replace the 7?-integration in Theorem 12.10

by 5-integration. It is also desirable, to conform to the usual practice in

additive integration, to be able to replace 5-integration by 5*-integration.

Theorem 6.2 does not apply, but like Theorem 8.8 its proof may be modified

to cover the present situation. We thus have:

(12.11) Theorem. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (12.10) the integral

iS*) f" [1 +F(/)¿*(0] =   Jim   ft [1 +F(/i)($(/i) - $(4)]
J " lnl->o   i-i
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exists where n:A, is any partition of [a, ß] into nonoverlapping intervals, tiEAi,

and t2 and t\ are the right- and left-hand end points of A{.

In the following paragraphs references preceded by [B'] are to a paper

[Birkhoff 3] in which Birkhoff studies the product integrals of nonlinear

transformations of a Banach space B into itself.

Following Birkhoff we shall use p, q, and so on for elements of 23; \p\ for

the norm of pEB; italic capitals for transformations of 23 into itself; 0 for the

identity transformation, pX for the image of p under the transformation X,

and \x\ and ||x|| for the D- and ¿-moduli of X ([B'] p. 112).

Let 2) be the set of all X such that \X\ < + °° and \\x\\ < + «j . The binary

operation assumed in 2) is defined by piX- Y) = ipX)Y. Addition, subtrac-

tion, and scalar multiplication defined by [B'] (13), [B'] 14 will be used where

convenient. 2) is metrized by the metric p(X, Y) = | X— Y\.

2) is neither complete in its metric, nor relatively stable. However from

[B'] pp. 113, 144 we obtain:

(12.12) For any M the set of all XED such that ||x|| g,M is complete.

(12.13) Given e, ¿>0 there is a 5l(c) such that

E Ik.-ll < L, ¿|Xi- Fil <5

imply

IIXi-IjF. < e.

A differential p, such that p\t, a} =Xit) ■ \a\ where X is a function with

domain [a, ß] and range in 2), will be referred to as a Birkhoff differential.

The following properties of Birkhoff differentials, p[t, a} =X(t)-\<r\, are

readily verified by inspecting the references listed after each statement.

(12.14) If I Xit)\ is bounded, p is bounded.
Proof. Definition 4.1, [B'] 14, and [B'] p. 112 (definition of ¿»-modulus).

(12.15) If ||X(/)|| ^23, then ||p{i,<r}|| ^23-|(r|.
Proof. [B'j (14), [B'j (15).

(12.16) Osc (p. I to) =0 if and only if X is continuous (in the metric p) at t0.

Proof. Definitions 4.7, 4.8, [B'] (13), [B'] (14), [B'] p. 112 (the definition
of 7?-modulus).

(12.17) If I Xit) I and ||Xit)\\ are bounded, then p is approximately multi-

plicative.

Proof. Definition 4.12, [B'] (14), and [B'] p. 112 (definitions of D- and

L-moduli).

Now Birkhoff's Riemann integral f^ßXii)dt ( [73'] §6, the 23(4) in equation

[B'] (11) does not appear in the later discussion) is clearly identical with the

integral iS*)fßp{t, dt} oí our Theorem 6.2 where p{t, a} =X(/) -\<r\. In the
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proof of Theorem 6.2 completeness plays no role, while relative stability is

used only to infer equation (6.10) from (6.11). If ||X(¿)||^23, we obtain

XXi \\p{ti, Ai}\\^Biß-a) from (12.15), and (6.10) can be obtained from
(12.13) instead of Definition 3.22. Accordingly we obtain:

(12.18) Theorem. If p is the Birkhoff differential p{t, a} =X(i) • \a\,
then f7ßXit)dt=Y implies iS)fßp{t, dt} = Y. If |X(i)| and ||X(/)|| are
bounded, the converse is true.

In proving Theorem 8.8 we used (5.5), which depends on completeness.

However it would be sufficient to know that all the products considered lie

in a complete subset of 2). If ||X(i)|| <73, this is ensured by [23'] (16'). Also

relative stability may be replaced by (12.13) provided |[A''(¿)|| <23. Accord-

ingly we can infer that if | Xit) | and [|X(i)|| are bounded, the Birkhoff

differential p{t, a} =X(¿) • | <r| is 7?-integrable provided Xit) is continuous

almost everywhere in the metric p. In view of Theorems 5.20 and 12.18 this

extends Birkhoff's theorem [B'] (4) on Riemann integrability to discontinu-

ous functions.

(12.19) Theorem. If |X(¿)| and ||X(i)|| are bounded and if Xit) is con-

tinuous in the metric piX, Y) = \X—Y\ for almost all t on a finite interval

[a, ß], then Xit) is R-integrable on [oc, ß].
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